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ACHIEVE A MORE
PRODUCTIVE MEETING
At the Westin Maui, our mission is to focus on the
well-being of our guests. Our signature amenities
and spectacular location on the Ka’anapali beach
enable your attendees to perform their best and
leave feeling re-energized and renewed. Everything
about their stay will leave them feeling better
than when they arrived.

SLEEP WELL

WORK WELL

With 759 recently renovated guest
rooms, your group will get a great
night’s sleep in our HeavenlyBed®,
where every detail promotes superior
slumber, from the white, 250-thread
count sheets to the down duvets and
custom mattresses.

With Clutter-Free Meetings in any
of the Westin Maui’s 16 meeting
rooms, we consolidate all meeting
supplies into key areas of the room
and allow attendees to take what
they need, leaving them with less
clutter and more space to focus on
what’s important.

WestinWORKOUT

EAT & MOVE WELL

Heavenly Bed

Re-energize your body and
mind with Westin’s nutrient-rich
and delicious SuperFoodsRx™
Meeting Breaks. Running maps of
the scenic local area as well as our
state-of-the-art WestinWORKOUT®
facilities help attendees maintain
their workout routine on the road.

Clutter-Free Meetings

© 2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Westin and its logo are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.
Offer valid at participating hotels in North and South America. Full offer details and terms are posted at starwoodmeetings.com/offer.

Aloha Pavilion

Ka’anapali Boardroom

Lahaina Meeting Room

Garden Lanai Terrace

ENHANCED STAY
Our indoor and outdoor meeting spaces range from an intimate executive suite to grand
oceanfront venues, and epitomize the essence of Hawaiian luxury – simple, timeless,
and authentic – all conducive to the success of your event.
ALOHA PAVILION

KA’ANAPALI BOARDROOM

Located beachfront with stunning ocean
and neighbor island views, this unique outdoor
setting takes full advantage of all that The Westin
Maui has to offer – waterfalls, palm trees and golden
sunsets. The facility features beach access, outdoor
grilling, full-service kitchen, lounge area, unique
staging and privacy. Expandable to 11,000
square feet.

This fully-equipped board room offers executive
seating for 12, state-of-the-art technology, highspeed internet access and in-house audio-visual
support. Award-winning anticipatory service
enables your groups to perform their best and
execute highly productive and successful meetings.

LAHAINA MEETING ROOM

The spacious Lahaina Meeting Room is one
of The Westin Maui Resort & Spa, Ka’anapali’s
eight break-out rooms which all offer motorized
roll-down viewing screens and built-in coffee
and refreshment stations.

To learn more about revitalizing meetings
at The Westin Maui Resort & Spa, visit
meetings.spg.com

GARDEN LANAI TERRACE

A stunning tropical locale overlooking Maui’s
sun drenched Ka‘anapali Beach accommodates
up to 40 guests. This outdoor space also offers an
indoor area and is perfect for intimate gatherings.
Take advantage of this unique setting to make
your event truly memorable.
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what's new on

NEWS

HOTELS

SITE Canada is
the 2014 recipient
of SITE Global’s
Excellence Award
for Membership. The
win was announced
at the SITE Global
Conference, which

THOMPSON
OPENS IN MIAMI

ran November 14-17
Photo: Thompson Hotels

PLANNERS

CONVENTION CENTRES

in Rotterdam, The
Netherlands.

QUOTABLE

VCC ACHIEVES
INTERNATIONAL
SUSTAINABILITY STANDARD

MOSKAL TOP CHEF
IN MGM RECIPE
SHOWDOWN

Photo: Vancouver Convention Centre

BLOG

Sandy Biback
Unconventional Wisdom
“Managing Speakers”

“It’s important for a planner to
understand that, just like those
who pay to attend the conference,
a speaker is a stakeholder
in its outcomes.”

Listen in on the conversation or better
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the
latest breaking industry news and updates
@MeetingsCanada
6
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View and share event photos, ask for advice
from other planners and suppliers or react
to industry headlines on our Facebook page
(facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

“Whether they’re
colleagues, business
associates or
C-suite executives,
everyone in your
network should
know about your
successes, and
should be prepared
to tell others
about them.”
Patrick McGovern, principal
& chief strategy officer, Blade
Creative Branding
“Business Matters - Making the
Most of Email Marketing”
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WHAT’S YOUR
WORK-RELATED RESOLUTION
FOR THE NEW YEAR?

EDITORIAL
Editor LO R I S MIT H

“To stand more
than I sit at my desk.”

416.442.5600 x3254

LSmith@MeetingsCanada.com

Associate Editor
416.442.5600 x3255

CHR IST IN E OTS U KA
COtsuka@MeetingsCanada.com

ART
ELLIE ROBINSON

Art Director
416.442.5600 x3590

“Keep up with paperwork.
I’d much rather play
with my virtual crayons.”

ERobinson@bizinfogroup.com

SALES
CO R I-A N N CA N U E L

Account Manager
416.510.6819
“Try to say NO more
often to time-wasters, but
in a really, really nice way
of course!”

International Business
Development Manager
416.510.5144

“To keep my desk
less cluttered.”

CCanuel@MeetingsCanada.com

A LA N N A MCQ UA ID
AMcquaid@MeetingsCanada.com

Event Coordinator
416.510.5231

R O B IN PA IS LE Y
RPaisley@MeetingsCanada.com

ST E P HA N IE HILTZ

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS

BIG MAGAZINES LP
ALEX PAPANO U

BRUC E C REI G HTO N

“To be more
connected and active
with social media.”

SHiltz@MeetingsCanada.com

Brenda Anderson, Alejandro Contrera, Geoff Donaghy, Don Douloff, Kate
Jaehn-Kreibaum, Meredith Low, Allan Lynch, Bailey Roth, Courtney Stanley,
Mark Wardell, Sandra Wood CMP

President of Business
Information Group

“Volunteer my time and give
back by joining an industry
association committee.”

INCENTIVEWORKS
General Manager
416.510.5141

Vice-President of
Canadian Publishing

“To put my inbox on a diet
by filing and clearing constantly.
Goal: 100 emails or less.”

CIRCULATION + PRODUCTION + ONLINE
Circulation Manager
416.442.5600 x3543

B E ATA O LEC H N OW I C Z
BOlechnowicz@bizinfogroup.ca

Market Production Manager
416.510.6762

T RACE Y HA N SO N

IT Business Support Manager
416.510.6898

LAU RA MO FFATT

THanson@bizinfogroup.ca

LMoffatt@bizinfogroup.ca

Meetings + Incentive Travel (M+IT) magazine receives unsolicited features and materials (including letters to the editor) from time to time. M+IT, its affiliates and assignees may use, reproduce, publish, re-publish, distribute, store and archive
such submissions in whole or in part in any form or medium whatsoever, without compensation of any sort. MAIL PREFERENCES: Occasionally we make our subscriber list available to reputable companies whose products or services may be of
interest to you. If you do not wish your contact information to be made available, please contact us via one of the following methods: Phone: 1-800-668-2374, Fax: 416-442-2191, E-Mail: privacyofficer@businessinformationgroup.ca,
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: Canada $77.50 per year, Outside Canada $108.00 US per year, Single Copy Canada $13.00, Buyers Guide $60.95. Meetings + Incentive Travel is published 6 times per year except for occasional combined, expanded or
premium issues, which count as two subscription issues. Meetings + Incentive Travel is indexed in the Canadian Business Index and is available online in the Canadian Business & Current Affairs Database. Contents Copyright BIG Magazines LP,
a division of Glacier BIG Holdings Company Ltd. Canada Post — Canadian publications Mail Sales Product Agreement 40069240 ISSN No. 0225-8285 (Print) ISSN No. 1929-6428 (Online). 80 Valleybrook Drive, North York, ON M3B 2S9. We
acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Periodical Fund of the Department of Canadian Heritage.
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BRENDA A ND ERSON
Fresh Eyes on Canada

BAILEY ROT H
Twentysomething

SA N D RA WO O D, CMP
Ask an Expert

CO U RT N E Y STAN L E Y
Beyond the Banner

“To stay clear on what
I can impact in each
moment and let the
rest fall away.”

“Successfully balance my role
in events with my new role
as a mom...and triple my
Twitter following!”

“To speak up more, take risks
without being reckless, continue
to try, learn and adapt and keep it
all in perspective and in balance.”

“I’ll strive to work smarter
and not harder, maximizing
my time to get more
accomplished.”

Contact Brenda at:
BrendaA@VictoriaConference.com

Contact Bailey at:
bailey@managingmatters.com
(Currently on mat leave)

Contact Sandra at:
sandra.wood@cma.ca

Contact Courtney at:
courtney@eventmobi.com

MEETINGS AT

CINEPLEX
Auditorium rentals at
161 locations across Canada

SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS
TOWN HALLS
ROAD SHOWS
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BOSS. COLLEAGUE.
PARTNER. FRIEND.
Give them the recognition they deserve.

Nominate your peers for a 2015
M+IT Hall of Fame Award Today!

Visit www.meetingscanada.com/HallofFame
for a full list of categories and nomination form.

HOF_FP_MITDec14.indd 1

14-12-05 9:58 AM

+EDITOR’SCOMMENT

TURNING THE PAGE

COMING NEXT ISSUE
Alanna McQuaid reports on Site
Global’s 2014 conference; Christine
Otsuka explores music’s impact on the
mind; and I take at look at Las Vegas.

STAY IN THE KNOW

Sign up for our newsletters,
delivered right to your inbox.
Weekly The top five must-read stories
of the week, plus industry blogs and
important dates.
Monthly In case you missed it, we
recap the most-read industry news
of the month.
meetingscanada.com/newsletters

It is December and, with 2015 on the
near horizon, I have been thinking about
resolutions and how the desire to do better—at work, home and in life generally
—lies at the heart of every “I will...”
In January, the magazine will begin
its 44th year of publication. It’s a new
chapter for Meetings + Incentive Travel
and it’s my resolution to make it a good
one. To that end, the team here will be
switching things up in 2015. Introducing new ideas. Adding new elements.
Searching for new voices. Trying to find
and share ways to help you do better—
personally and professionally.
Our mission will be to connect the
industry and its many players and elements as much as we can. We want our
products to serve as hubs, where members of the industry can form the partnerships and relationships they need
in order to succeed. We want to join
planners and suppliers, industry veterans and those beginning their careers,
and the Canadian MICE community with
members of the global MICE community.
We want to reclaim the word “connection” from technology and make it about
people again. We also want us to serve
as a bright light.
I had an Oprah “aha” moment when I
interviewed Melissa Moskal after she won
MGM Resorts’ Planner Cook-off. During
our conversation, she talked about the
pleasure of winning and being in the
spotlight, even for a moment. She said

that planners are, by nature of the job,
the person in the black suit at the back of
the room. We want to put more planners
at the front of the room. There’s a reason
our Hall of Fame colour is red! (Speaking
of the Hall of Fame, nominations open on
January 2nd. Visit meetingscanada.com
and click on the Hall of Fame logo for information on categories and more.)
To help the magazine achieve these
goals and get us back on the right path
when we veer off course, we are putting
together an Editorial Advisory Board. To
date it includes incentive industry veteran Don Brommet; Ellen Boddington,
CMP CMM, president of Stellar Conference & Event Management; Julie Calvert,
CMP CMM, Manager of Events & Regional
Programs for The Canadian Payroll Association; and Bailey Roth, Manager Events
& Human Resources, Managing Matters.
More members will be announced in
January. Together, we’ll do better.
Best wishes for a healthy, happy holiday season and a peaceful, prosperous
New Year!

LORI SMITH
EDITOR
lsmith@meetingscanada.com

M+IT EDITORIAL MANDATE Meetings industry and travel publications are often offered free FAM trips, accommodations and gifts.
M+IT magazine only accepts those that will be featured in the magazine or online through editorial content. Destinations are chosen
through reader surveys and market research.
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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+WRAPUPS
SITE CANADA EDUCATION DAY 2014
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PHOTOS: THE IMAGE COMMISSION

Site Canada’s annual Education Day, held
October 29th at the St. James Cathedral
Centre in Toronto, delivered an outstanding slate of speakers and sessions addressing a range of topics challenging and shaping the incentive travel sector today.
Michael Dominguez, senior vice-president of sales for MGM Resorts International,
kicked off the day with a report on what’s
happening in the industry as a whole and
on the hotel side. Dominguez, who was
back by popular demand, filled attendees
in on the rising costs of hotel rooms (demand outstripping supply), f&b and airfares. He also pointed out that there was
an industry-wide need to pay attention to
what’s happening globally, citing the impact of Ebola on travel to and from Africa,
continued fighting in the Ukraine and Russia, and economic issues in South America
and parts of Europe. “You have to be prepared for craziness in the world,” he said.
Dominguez then joined Patricia Kerr,
AVP Meetings & Event Planning at Nationwide Insurance, and Paul Miller, SITE
Global president and managing director at
Spectra, for a panel discussion exploring
industry hot topics and challenges. The
discussion, which was moderated by Padraic Gilligan, managing partner of SoolNua, delivered a number of takeaways.
Kerr brought up the need and challenge of
developing and delivering incentive programs for a multi-generational workforce.
Dominguez spoke about the need for
programs to deliver experiences authentic to a destination. And Miller explained
that there has been a shift from quantity
spends to quality spends.
At the end of the discussion, Gilligan
asked each participant to share some advice with the audience. Kerr urged planners and suppliers to “go out and build relationships. Pick-up the phone.” Miller said,
“Ask questions and question.” Dominguez
asserted that people will remember how
you make them feel. Not what you did or
said. And, Gilligan advised: “Don’t look at
the colour of a badge. Everybody is someone you can build a relationship with.”
After a networking coffee break, attendees reconvened for a debate on the challenging, and often sticky, subject of ethics
and culture. Led by Gilligan, the session

1

2
1. Paul Miller (left) and Joe Orrechio, BEICC chair, present the
inaugural ICE Award to Diane Alexander (second from right),
business development manager, Meridican and
Heather Douglas, senior buyer, Meridican.
2. Site Education Day Panel (l-r): Padraic Gilligan,
Michael Dominguez, Paul Miller and Patricia Kerr.
3. Keynote speaker Ron Tite.

looked at micro and macro real-life situations. The micro examples included questions of fair competition, headhunting
and determining the limits of intellectual
property (what’s yours and what belongs
to the company). Macro issues examined
centered on whom to work with (a cigarette company?) and destinations to recommend and support. The ensuing debate
proved Gilligan’s assertion that ethics was
something the industry needed to discuss
on a regular basis.
In the afternoon, keynote speaker Ron
Tite, CEO of content marketing agency The
Tite Group, took the stage, delivering an
entertaining talk on “How to Thrive in the
Expression Economy.” He explained that
today people vote with their time and the
brands that succeed are those that win the
battle for those minutes, hours and days.
However, he said, “It has never been cheaper or faster to steal focus [and time].” One
key to winning consumer attention and

3

time, he contended, was to put your business’s story ahead of its data.
The day ended with the presentation
of the association’s new member recognition awards. The premier winner of the ICE
Award for Program Excellence was Meridican, for a 548 guest, $3 million+ program
in Barcelona, Spain. – LORI SMITH, EDITOR

+WRAPUPS
CSAE 2014 NATIONAL
CONFERENCE & SHOWCASE
Niagara Falls and its partners rolled out
the red carpet for the Canadian Society of
Association Executive’s annual conference
and showcase, which welcomed more
than 500 association professionals and
business members from across Canada
and the United States.
The conference, which kicked off with
an opening reception at Hard Rock Club,
delivered a number of firsts.
New this year was the Young Professionals Special Session. Open to conference attendees in the first 10 years
of their career, this session provided a
fantastic opportunity to participate in
an open, candid conversation with association sector veterans about their

careers in the not-for-profit world,
where it could take them and how
to get there. Another first: CSAE also
provided virtual access to a number
of sessions via live-stream, compliments of WeBcAsT GuRu.
On the trade-show floor of the Scotiabank Convention Centre, conference planners added mini education sessions and
the “Smart Bites Challenge,” which provided a great opportunity to get even more
education. Also a first for the program!
To cap off, the conference attendees
were strongly encouraged to come in
costume to the Spooktacular Haunted
Mansion at the Fallsview Casino Grand
Ballroom for the closing gala which also

Attendees received clear directions to CSAE 2015
at the Travel Alberta booth.

fell on Halloween eve! Delegates did not
disappoint; at least 80 per cent of the
guests arrived in costume. The venue
also knocked it out of the park with the
spooktacular décor! There is too much
to write about the décor here but if you
want to see for yourself, check out the
hashtag #CSAE2014 on social media.
Calgary, Alberta will play host to the 2015
CSAE Convention & Showcase. Mark your
calendars for October 28-30, 2015.

+AGENDA
event spotlight
Keep on top of professional development and networking opportunities
in the business events community.

JANUARY
PCMA Convening Leaders®
The Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA) is
holding its 2015 conference in the Windy
City. Attendees will benefit from an educational journey exploring five full core
tracks: Event Technology and Intelligence;
Operational Strategy; Meeting and Experience Design; Globalization; and PCMA
Business School. Networking events include: Hyde Away in Chicago Opening
Reception; Party With a Purpose (PWAP);
and the Tuesday Night Party – Pier into
Chicago. The conference is being held at
McCormick Place West Building, Chicago.
conveningleaders.pcma.org.

CSAE Tête-à-Tête
The 25th anniversary Canadian
Society of Association Executives (CSAE)
2015 Tête-à-Tête Tradeshow will feature
more than 160 exhibitors and sponsors.
Being held at the Shaw Centre in Ottawa,
the one day event also includes a complimentary breakfast keynote presentation
with Juno Award-winning musician David
Usher; a complimentary keynote lunch
presentation by branding and creativity
expert Ron Tite; and the 25th Anniversary
Reception. csaeteteatete.ca
ADDITIONAL+INDUSTRY+EVENTS:+
JANUARY
++ 12+ MPI Atlantic Canada: Education
Session – Navigating the Social Media
World, The Prince George Hotel, Halifax, NS
++ 15+ MPI Greater Calgary: Speed Networking, Location: TBA
++ 15+ CSAE: Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Workshop, Hilton Garden Inn Oakville, Oakville, ON

++ 22+ MPI Montreal & Quebec:
Cocktail Party Discovery & New Year,
Location: TBA
++ 29+ MPI Ottawa Charity Auction & Dinner, Shaw Centre, Ottawa, ON
FEBRUARY
++ 2-3+ HAC 2015 Conference, Hilton
Toronto Hotel, Toronto, ON
++ 2-3+ MPI BC Education Conference
(BCEC), SFU Segal, Vancouver, BC
++ 4+ MPI Greater Calgary: Speaker Series – Industry Trends (Technology),
Location: TBA
++ 11+ Site Canada AGM, Location: TBA,
Toronto, ON
++ 12+ MPI Ottawa Tech Day 2015, Ottawa
Marriott, Ottawa, ON
++ 15+ MPI Montreal & Quebec: Lunch &
Learn Concordia, Concordia University,
Montreal, QC
++ 26-28+ CanSPEP Annual Conference,
Radisson, Saskatoon, SK
FOR MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS, VISIT
MEETINGSCANADA.COM

CSAE – Canadian Society of Association Executives, CanSPEP – Canadian Society of Professional Event Planners, HAC - Hotel Association of Canada,
MPI – Meeting Professionals International, PCMA – Professional Convention Management Association, Site – Society for Incentive Travel Excellence
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Thank you for making our

inaugural M+IT University events
in Ottawa, Montreal, Vancouver
and Calgary a success!

See you all next year!

The M+IT University conference
was a wonderful day of learning
and collaborating with other event
professionals. A well-run day from start
to finish. The diversity and calibre of the
speakers was very impressive. I will be
sure to attend another M+IT University
in the future. Thank you.
Ngaire Leaf
Professional Services Supervisor
Langley School District

The 15-minute
sessions with each supplier
worked well as it was a
quick, concise discussion of
my specific needs.
Livia Fiorini
University of CalgaryHaskayne School of Business

Thank you to our fantastic sponsors and partners:
Produced by:

/University

@mitucanada
#mitucanada

+LEADERSHIP

FRESH
EYES ON

CANADA
When I attended IMEX in Las
Vegas recently, I was invited
to the Meetings Mean Business press event where Bill McDermott, CEO of world-leading
software company SAP, accepted the challenge to become
an advocate for the meetings
industry. It was no small feat to
get someone from the C-suite
to agree to encourage his fellow
executives to use face-to-face
events as primary tools for rallying customers and employees
around business growth.
There was a lot of excitement
in the room, and rightly so. The
coalition has worked hard to
make this happen. I know this
from my own direct involvement:
As CEO of SITE, I was a founding
member of the task force formed
in 2008 under crisis conditions
when the industry had to defend
its very existence.
Fast forward to today. After having fulfilled my dream of
moving to Victoria three years
ago, I’m now a proud permanent resident of Canada. I’m
also still closely connected to
the meetings and incentives
industry through my role at the
Victoria Conference Centre.
As a new Canadian, I’ve
learned that our culture tends to
downplay our wins. The successful initiatives in the meeting industry are no exception. Though
there are always ways to improve,
Illustration: graphicsdunia4you/iStock/Thinkstock

Celebrating our industry’s
initiatives and leadership
BY BRENDA ANDERSON

I want to take this opportunity to
acknowledge some of the excellent work that we have been doing—and in fact leading—in this
area for many years.
For example, Canada has a
National Meetings Industry Day
(NMID). It was started over 17
years ago and still does not exist
in the United States. In British
Columbia, Sarah Lowis, the owner
of Sea to Sky Meeting Management, and Claire Smith, the vicepresident of sales and marketing
at the Vancouver Convention
Centre, along with leaders from
across Canada, were instrumental
in championing NMID. They recognized the importance of giving
the meetings industry a voice and
establishing its value before the
crisis of 2008.
Claire and Sarah were (and
still are!) leaders as were the
planners and suppliers who
worked on Canada’s first—and
the industry’s first—economic
impact study. Spearheaded by
MPI Foundation Canada and
the Business Events Industry
Coalition of Canada, the Canadian Economic Impact Study
became the model for the US
coalition during the 2008 crisis.
Convention Centres of Canada is another great example of
a productive forum where organizations come together to discuss
key issues affecting the way they
go to market. At a recent meeting

it was agreed the biggest value of
the gatherings is what we learn
— from each other. Clearly, Canadians understand the power of
collaboration.
As a new member of the
Business Events Canada Advisory Committee, I am impressed
by the way Canada has organized itself to go after business.
Led by Michele Saran, the BEC’s
sales efforts are aligned with its
counterparts in the country’s
trade division.
Despite its small budget, by
focusing on the seven industries
in which Canada is seen as being a “centre of excellence,”
the BEC ensures meetings held
here will be truly meaningful to
both the attendee and the host
country. We are more than just
a destination. We add value by
aligning them with people in
government or within their industry to make their meetings
more impactful.
I’m grateful for the “fresh eyes”
with which I can see the tremendous strides Canada has taken.
Meetings in Canada are big business. We know it. They represent
over $6.1 billion dollars and 57,000
attributable jobs. And I can personally vouch for how grossly underreported these stats are from my
experience in the US where groups
crossing the border are actively
encouraged to say they are travelling for “personal” rather than

“business” purposes in order to
easily pass through customs.
Canada has much to be
proud of in the arena of recognizing—and acting on—the economic impact of meetings. We
may not do it with much pomp
and ceremony, but this country has been on the forefront,
quietly and effectively moving
forward in the spirit of collaboration for many years.
This is one of the many
things that I find so impressive:
our esprit du corps. When Canada as a brand collaborates, it’s
a very powerful thing. After all,
it’s better to have the business
somewhere in our country, than
not have it here at all. And when
we’re operating from that place,
we can move mountains.
– Brenda Anderson is the director of
sales and marketing for the Victoria
Conference Centre in Victoria, B.C.
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+CONVENTION FILE

WORKING
TOGETHER

Early consultation and collaboration
can decrease “surprises” and
increase event success
BY GEOFF DONAGHY

Convention centres and their
clients are both facing bigger
challenges these days as they
have to deal with ever more
complex events and higher
delegate expectations in a time
of reduced resources. But the
obvious solution—to work more
closely on achieving solutions
with mutual benefits—can suffer
from focusing too much on the
business deal at the expense of
investing more time in the “what
if” area. Now, the International
Association of Convention Centres (AIPC) is encouraging both
sides to better recognize how
such an investment can pay off
to everyone’s advantage.
Dealing with the practical realities of event management can
be a challenging one for both
centres and their clients, and
AIPC centres have been looking at ways to better deal with
this in collaboration with some
key client groups. As demands
for greater centre involvement
in the areas of program and
services delivery increase, AIPC
is finding that more and earlier
consultation by both sides is
more important than ever.
Strategies now being examined and discussed between clients and AIPC member centres
16

include putting more effort in
sharing the client’s organizational objectives and what they may
mean in terms of anticipated
event outcomes. However, there
are also some very practical approaches, such as getting the
operations side of a centre’s organization engaged in even the
earliest stage of the planning
process at a time when typically
only the sales group is involved.
Driving this is a growing appreciation on both sides that centres
are often well positioned to suggest alternative formats based
on their experiences with other
clients, and that their ideas may
not only deliver a better event
but make more effective use of
centre facilities.
As a major association planner put it in a recent conference
session on this topic, “We don’t
know what we don’t know”—
meaning that while organizers
understand their event needs
better than anyone, they are
not necessarily entirely aware
of the full range of possibilities
available to them to achieve
their goals. Centre staff, on the
other hand, have inevitably
seen a wide variety of different
approaches in similar situations
by virtue of experiencing many

MEETINGSCANADA.COM

different types of events in their
building and can thus be well
positioned to offer suggestions
as to alternatives. This is particularly true when it involves
the specialized use of that centre’s particular attributes, which
are always at least somewhat
different from what clients may
have experienced elsewhere.
This kind of exchange can also
help deal with another area of
potential friction between centres and their clients—namely,
making sure there are no “surprises” in the form of unexpected
limitations, challenges or cost
charges that emerge at the last
minute. While centres generally
work hard to address this area, in
the absence of a really detailed
exchange it can be difficult if
not impossible to identify all the
event requirements in sufficient
detail and to overcome assumptions that may exist about what
may or may not be included in
the original cost estimates based
on previous experiences.
Finally, both sides are generally more disposed to look at alternative forms of engagement
these days up to and including
taking more of a “partnership”
approach where the centre and
their clients look at various means

of sharing the risks and rewards
associated with staging an event.
In such an arrangement, everyone is clearly motivated to create the best possible outcome,
whether in terms of attendance,
exhibitors or other measurable
outcomes—and that all benefits
everyone involved.
What AIPC is encouraging,
and everyone in the piece is
looking to achieve, is the best
possible event experience.
When that happens, everyone
wins—including the delegate.
– Geoff Donaghy is president of the
AIPC, CEO of International Convention
Centre Sydney and director of
Convention Centres AEG Ogden.
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Name: Bailey Roth
Title: Director of Events and Human Resources
Company: Managing Matters Inc.
Age: 28
Designation: BMOS
Associations (past or present): None
Education: Bachelor of Management and
Organizational Studies with a specialization
in Organizational Human Resources,
Western University, 2008

++++++++++++++++++++++++++

I got my start in the meetings industry…

when I was hired at Managing Matters in 2009. I had very little
experience and had only planned a few university events for a
couple of clubs on campus. I knew I liked organizing and managing, and planning events was the perfect mix of both. During
my interview at Managing Matters, they saw that I was driven and
hard working, and they took a chance on me. Now, as the recruiter
at Managing Matters, I make sure to look for those same qualities
in applicants. This is what makes people successful in our industry.
Are they hard-working? Dedicated? Eager to do the best job they
can without always keeping their eye on the time? I truly believe
that skills can be taught, but work ethic cannot. I still aim to give
people that same chance I was given to break into the industry.

When people ask me what I do
for a living, I tell them…

I help not-for-profit organizations, associations and charities
realize their potential and prosper. I love that I am able to work
with non-profits that financially, may not be able to exist if not
for the support we provide. I also love that I can be a part of
so many different charities that make huge contributions to so
many people across Canada.

The most challenging thing for me
when I began my career was…

managing my time with all the client work our company was getting. We were a young company, but growing incredibly quickly.
It was a very exciting time and I was thrilled to be part of a successful growing start-up. The event team was a team of two when
I started at Managing Matters. With very minimal event experience, I planned 40+ events in my first year at Managing Matters.
Without that challenge, I would likely not have been promoted to
Director of Events after four short years, working with a team of
eight event managers and coordinators.
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I plan to make my mark by…

mentoring my colleagues and others in the industry. It is important to constantly be learning and to always strive to do and
be better. I believe that if we are not learning something new
every day, we won’t feel challenged in our careers, and when
that happens, you stop enjoying your job and feeling motivated
by your work. If I can continue to learn something new every
day and if I can share my knowledge with my team and with
others in the industry, I’ll feel like I’ve made my mark.

One thing most people don’t know about me…

is that when I was little, I wanted to be a lawyer. I was surrounded by lawyers. Just about everyone in my family is a
lawyer—and they were all encouraging me to do anything but
practice law. I really enjoyed organizing student events while in
university and I absolutely loved being the president of a very
large community club on campus. I realized in my final year of
school that I had more of a passion for the not-for-profit world,
making budgets, running events and working with people
and teams than I did for law…but I still think I would have
made a good lawyer.

People shouldn’t underestimate me because…

I set very high goals for myself in both my career and family life
and I’ve spent the past five years building both. I’ve gone from
being an event coordinator, to an event manager to the Director of Events and HR at Managing Matters, a company that has
tripled in size since I started in 2009. I still aspire to achieve more
in my current role and the future roles I hope to have at MM. In
the past five years of my personal life, I met my future husband,
Jonathan, (married him), and gave birth to our incredible son
Leo this past summer. I’ve had a very busy five years, and I spend
countless hours lying awake at night thinking about all the things
I want to accomplish in the next five years…so stay tuned!

+GOOD FOR YOU

Achoo!
Why flying sick isn’t worth it.

BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA
Last month, I cancelled three flights and missed two of
our events—M+IT University in Vancouver and Calgary. I
had done the prep work securing speakers, writing scripts,
building slide decks and pouring over every detail. And
then an irritated ear canal, brought on by flying with
congestion, grounded me in Toronto, (medically) unable to
take my flights.
LET ME BACK UP A LITTLE
This year I suffered from not one or two, but three colds—a record
for me—and something I’m not proud of given my penchant for
health and hand sanitizer. But living in a large city and commuting
via public transit where you share air and surfaces with millions of
people a day is a fight even my Cold FX-supplemented immune
system couldn’t fend off forever.
So this spring, I caught a nasty cold that knocked me off my feet
for a week. I did all that I could to nurse myself back to
a prescription for antibiotics and antihealth before an upcoming press event in Orlando, and
inflammatory pills and a sympathetic
after much deliberation and with the encouragement of
yet cautionary warning not to fly home
a colleague, decided to go, stuffy nose and all.
before the swelling had come down. I
I had never experienced a sinus cold before, nor
later delayed my flight.
had I ever flown while “under the weather.” Yet my
And since then, my ears have been
biggest concern at the time was being that annoying
+ Any condition that blocks the
hypersensitive. I learned the hard way,
girl blowing her nose every five minutes… the girl the
eustachian tube or limits its
that flying with congestion can have
other passengers turn away from in equal parts disfunction can increase the risk
lasting effects on your health.
gust and fear that I will infect them too. But I made it
of airplane ear. Common risk
through the flight without catching too much shade
factors include:
THE “PRESSURE”
from my fellow air travellers.
+ A small eustachian tube
When we fly, it’s natural to experience
As the flight crew announced we had begun our
+ The common cold
something called airplane ear—or
descent, the change in pressure combined with my
+ Sinus infection
that feeling of fullness some people
sinus cold put me in excruciating pain. What was
+ Hay fever
experience during takeoff and landing.
happening? Like a cartoon astronaut floating in
+ Middle ear infection
Quick changes in altitude, like those
space without his helmet, I was sure my head was
+ Sleeping on an airplane
during an airplane’s ascent or descent
about to explode. It didn’t. But the pressure was full,
during ascent and descent
can put stress on your eardrum
the pain sharp and it left my hearing muffled in both
when the air pressure in your
ears for the next few days.
SOURCE: The Mayo Clinic
middle ear and the air pressure of
At the hotel, I tried everything to release the presthe environment are out of balance.
sure—the Valsalva maneuver, gum, yawning, suction,
steam, hot compresses, decongestants, nasal sprays, my Neti pot. Usually yawning, swallowing or chewing gum can prevent or
Nothing worked. I was nauseated, dizzy, and panicked. Losing one correct the differences in air pressure and lead to that “popping”
of your senses even partially is hugely disorienting. Flying with my sensation you feel when the fullness dissipates.
But when you have a cold, air pressure issues are amplified. And
sinus cold had resulted in, what the Florida doctor I saw the next
day called, “a raging ear infection.” He gave me a cortisone shot, if there is congestion in your nasal passageways, the act of flying

Airplane Ear
Risk Factors

Illustration: norwayblue/iStock/Thinkstock
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+GOOD FOR YOU
can actually push that fluid behind your middle ear leading to an ear infection. It’s so
common that some airlines instruct people (on their websites) not to fly when they’re
sick—unfortunately that’s a tip I didn’t read until after I had landed.
But even if I had known, I don’t think that knowledge would have stopped me from
boarding that plane. I had never had problems with air pressure before, so the possibility that the pressure would be amplified wouldn’t have convinced me to cancel my trip.
When I look back now, I should have never gotten on that plane. But I felt a different
kind of pressure. I felt compelled to go because I was being hosted. I didn’t want to put
the organizers out by cancelling so last minute and potentially strain a relationship I had
been trying to build. I also felt an obligation to my workplace, since they were counting
on me to go. I felt like I didn’t have a choice.
That was then.
So with my events upcoming and my ears irritated from a previous flight, I made sure to
see the doctor twice. And both times, she said she couldn’t recommend I fly. And even though
my gut-reaction was, “But I have to... for work!” she convinced me it wasn’t worth the risk.

good for
your group
While an attendee’s health is their
individual responsibility, as a host,
there are extra steps you can take
to turn a would-be bad experience
for an attendee into a winning
customer service moment.
Watch for things like out-of-office
messages and casual mentions of illness.
If your event is during flu season,
consider sending out a message with
tips on how to stay healthy and fly
comfortably while sick.
If you are aware that an attendee
is ill, express your concern and suggest
they see a doctor before flying. This
will ensure they are not contagious, are
medically cleared to fly, and are able to
get the most out of the experience.
Familiarize yourself with your
airlines’ policies on cancellations
due to illness, and ask about future
travel credit and whether medical
notes are necessary.
Keep a list of the closest walk-in
doctor’s offices and hospitals as well
as location information, phone number
and hours in case an attendee needs
to see a medical professional while
on-site at your event.
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HOW TO SAVE YOUR EARS
The only way to guarantee you won’t do damage to your ears if you have to fly while sick is
to abstain from flying. If you do have to cancel, it may be worthwhile to get a doctor’s note
from your physician. It will legitimize to your boss, coworkers or clients, why you were unable
to make the trip, and in some cases, airlines will waive the change fee if you are medically
not recommended to fly. However, be warned that Canadian airlines such as WestJet and Air
Canada are under no obligation to do so. However, they will credit you back the base fare of
the flight to be used within one year, which is completely reasonable.
If you do need to fly and you feel congested, there are some things you can do to
lessen the chance of ear inflammation or downright infection, and prevent the pain from
inflammation and hearing loss.
Nasal Irrigation. If you’ve never used a Neti Pot when you’re stuffed up, you don’t know
what you’re missing. I bought one this past spring at the advice of my doctor and I am
so glad I did. It’s about $25-$30 for a plastic teapot and salt packs. You use the teapot to
run a saline solution into one nostril and out the other. It can feel a bit awkward at times,
but it does wonders to clear the sinuses. I do this the morning of my flight, whether I’m
congested or not.
Pressure-Regulating Earplugs. EarPlanes don’t block sound but instead control the
pressure changes during takeoff and landing. You simply screw these silicone plugs into
your ears prior to takeoff and they make the pressure changes less intense. Good for a
roundtrip or two. They can be purchased for $8-10 at most pharmacies or airport gift
shops. Again, I never fly without them—just in case.
Nasal Decongestants. I bought Afrin, a topical over-the-counter nasal spray, at the suggestion of the doctor I saw in Florida whose focus was on clearing my sinuses immediately so I could fly home in a few days. He suggested I use the spray once on board the
plane and again about 20 minutes before we began the descent. Nasal decongestants
are topical, so they treat the inflamed area directly. They run about $10 at any pharmacy
or airport gift shop.
Decongestant Pills. Decongestants shrink the membranes lining the nose and throat, reducing inflammation and allowing the ears to equalize more easily. Before you fly, take a
decongestant about an hour before your flight, and on particularly long flights, an hour
before you land.
If you’ve never experienced the pain associated with a descent when you’re sick,
count yourself lucky. But also don’t take it for granted. It’s good practice to carry a mini
medical kit with you when you fly, and I never travel without decongestants and pressure-regulating earplugs. You never know when you might need them. And I don’t know
about you but I like my ears.
—Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel
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+ASK AN EXPERT

GOING PAPERLESS
and addressing declining membership

Q.
A.

I know I should be moving my session evaluations from
paper to online but I’m afraid I’ll see drop off in numbers or less in-the-moment responses. How do I ensure
I get the info I need while doing my part for the environment?
I agree with your concerns. Feedback from any event is essential.
It helps us design future events,
remain relevant and prove ROI, and you don’t
want to risk losing that input due to moving
the process online. I have experienced both
an increase in feedback because we took our
survey online making it easier to complete
and I’ve also seen a drop in response with
moving some surveys online because it was M+IT EXPERT
WOOD, CMP
too buried in the conference website. Both SANDRA
Canadian Medical
scenarios have taught me a lot about the Association
evaluation process overall and I’m happy to
share the lessons learned and steps I recommend you consider to
secure a good response rate from online evaluations.
I have been told that a 13 per cent feedback rate is very
good, but with our conference we enjoy a 28 per cent feedback
rate. Moving our survey online has enabled us to tabulate the results much faster and because the data is collected electronically
rather than manually there is less room for error. Here are some
lessons learned and recommendations to help you increase and
not decrease your evaluation response:

[ 1 ] Make your survey accessible, memorable and easy!
• Ensure the evaluation is easy to access and the location is memorable (rule #1) (e.g., visit xyz website to share your feedback)
• Don’t bury the feedback form so that attendees have to click
through multiple links to get to it.
• Be sure the form doesn’t take long to complete and even propose the time it will take so the person knows how much time
they must dedicate to completing the form. After all, everyone’s
time is valuable.

[ 2 ] Communicate value
• Advertise in advance when promoting the session that there will
be a feedback form.
• Get the presenter in the session to put the link to the feedback
form up on the screen so people can go there (if they haven’t done
so already).
• Explain why their feedback is important (e.g., help us to improve, customize future events based on your needs) and also tell
them how this feedback can help improve things for their benefit;
make it about them and not you as the host organizer.
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[ 3 ] Promote, remind, remind again
• Build into your communication plans to send out three notifications—first is the promotion, second the “reminder” email and
then the “last call” email to any participants who have not yet provided their feedback. So that you don’t annoy your participants,
it’s essential to ensure the second reminder and “last call” emails
are only sent to participants who have not yet responded. Anyone
who has opted out or already completed the survey must be removed from the mailing list.
• Using a conference app or something from the mobile-enabled
website, create a task or calendar entry to remind the individual
to complete the evaluation and always give them the link to do
it. Linking is the most critical (and convenient) function (think of
your own online experiences that worked well).
[ 4 ] Use an incentive to gain lift in responses
• “Incentivize”—create a free giveaway if they complete the
evaluation within one hour after the session. This option removes
total anonymity from the evaluation process because you have
to provide a name at the end of the survey so it’s not necessarily
ideal if your survey relies heavily on anonymity for great input. But
it is a very common tactic for increasing lift in responses.
• Tie the evaluation to getting the credit—you don’t get a credit until you complete the evaluation or at least hit a button that
says “not providing feedback”…so an opt out. Credits may be
highly sought after (depending on the group) so it’s a place to
attach the feedback form.
• You may also want to apply a gentle peer pressure approach that
appeals to people’s desire to join the conversation because others are
already doing so (e.g., we’ve heard from 70 per cent of your colleagues,
now we want to hear from you too….something along those lines).

[ 5 ] Launch, learn, evolve
• Obtain metrics! Of the total participants, how many completed?
How many started but then abandoned before completion? Is there a
common spot in the survey where they abandoned? This information
is invaluable and definitely should drive the changes incorporated for
choosing the format for future surveys and questions.
• Consider other methods of feedback such as online polling and inroom polling using a voter response keypad. These provide instant
feedback and engage the audience in the room. In-room polling can
give you the greatest amount of instant feedback along with metrics. These systems can be extremely reliable and are often used
for important voting sessions too. The price various with audience
response systems but I highly recommend them. Speak to your AV
provider as well as search for what apps are available now that enable you to provide input from your mobile device. There are many
options available to you.

+ASK AN EXPERT

Q.

I’m an association planner and I’ve
watched my association’s membership decline over the last few
years. A decline in membership has meant
fewer attendees to our events and a smaller
budget to work with. As an event planner, I
feel helpless. What can I do to increase attendance and membership?

A.

This question is bigger than just M+IT EXPERT
LOW
events attendance—but you can MEREDITH
Meredith Low
still take a leadership role in devel- Consulting
oping solutions. In many associations, events
are a major element of member benefit (sometimes generating
revenues for other programs)—and therefore play a key role in
supporting membership.
Does the organization recognize the decline as a general problem? Is there a strategy to address it? Has there been a discussion
about how events can play a role in that strategy?
What to do depends on the root cause of the decline. Is it due
to lack of interest, lackluster marketing, or deeper industry changes?
Can events marketing be aligned with membership marketing?
Events generate amazing content—can they be used as part of a
more general content marketing strategy? If the event marketing

is more sophisticated and purposeful than membership marketing, can you cross-fertilize ideas and tactics?
If the decline is due to fundamental industry changes, how can
events help you address that? Are there new member segments
you could help attract through different programming or venues,
perhaps even through collaboration with other conferences (from
co-location right up to a melded conference)?
You might also want to consider a review of your event portfolio. The organization’s goal isn’t to hold events; it’s to deliver
services to members. How can the events do this? Do you need
more or fewer? Different delivery platforms? Different people involved in planning?
Do you need members to get delegates? What’s stopping you
from marketing the conference to those who aren’t members—
and maybe never will be?
Declining membership is typically a concern across the organization, and events can play a pivotal role in tackling the problem. Ideally, this could also integrate the events more fully into the
association—and gives you the opportunity to demonstrate your
leadership.

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION? Email cotsuka@meetingscanada.com
and M+IT will call upon an expert to answer it in an upcoming issue.
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+POWERPOINTS

BEYOND
THE BANNER AD

7 ways to engage sponsors on mobile apps
BY COURTNEY STANLEY
With attendees’ eyes constantly searching their mobile devices,
event app sponsorship is one of the best opportunities to provide
conference partners brand exposure and offset the cost of an event
app. With fun, engaging strategies, your sponsor will become an
integral part of the mobile experience.

ENHANCED
PROFILES
1 | PROVIDE

Give sponsors the opportunity
to include a variety of information in their profiles. Great ways
to enhance an otherwise basic
company listing include: company details, contact information, a direct link to a company
attendee profile, linking the
booth number to an interactive
map, external website links, and
attaching brochures or product/
service coupons.

2|

CREATE A HOME
SCREEN WIDGET

For your elite sponsors,
allowing them to create a
custom ad on your app home
screen is a powerful tool that
provides maximum exposure.
To increase exposure even
more, have your sponsor turn
the widget into a clickable direct link to their company website, or link to their enhanced
sponsor profile. Change the
home screen sponsor each day
of your conference to maximize your revenue.

SPONSORS
IN POLLS + SURVEYS
3 | INCLUDE

Allow your partners to design
and promote their own surveys
in the app. This gives sponsors
the opportunity to engage and
interact with attendees while
gathering valuable delegate
information. If you plan to create live polls during sessions
to enhance your attendees’
experience, embrace that
moment as another platform
to give your sponsors exposure by including an eyecatching logo on the live
results page displayed
on the session screen.

4| THEPOP-UPPOWERADSOF

Scheduling and sending alerts
to your attendees is a great
way to grab their attention,
so why not show your sponsors a little love at the same
time? By creating alerts with
a unique, customized sponsor message and image, it
gives the attendee snippets of
important information and can
drive them to the sponsor app
profile or website.

DIRECT
NOTIFICATION
5 | UTILIZE

Take alerts to the next level
by allowing sponsors to
send pop-up ads directly to
targeted, qualified buyers. For
example, a technology provider can craft a unique message targeted at all individuals
attending any technology
sessions at the conference,
sparking a conversation with
relevant leads.

OUT
SPONSOR SUCCESS
6 | MAP

In event apps, one area with
an extremely high level of
traffic is the floor plan or map.
Attendees are constantly
opening this section
of the app to find the
next session, lunch or
networking spot. Offer
an elite sponsor the opportunity to showcase their
company logo prominently at
the top of the map, quickly
transforming the image into
a recognizable brand for the
entire event.

— Courtney Stanley is the strategic partnership manager for EventMobi (www.eventmobi.com) and co-founder and

A
SPONSOR MODULE
7 | CREATE

Other than the home screen,
the app menu is the absolute best place to showcase
information. By creating a
menu item or module just
for your sponsor, attendees
will be enticed to click on the
company name while exploring the rest of the menu. This
sponsor module can serve as
a wealth of information for the
attendee, including images,
links to an outside website,
brochure attachments, etc.
The type of module you allow
your sponsor to use provides
limitless opportunity for
brand exposure.

BONUS
TIP

INVEST IN
ANALYTICS

Tracking the success of
your event app sponsorship opportunities will
allow you to present valuable data to your partners,
so be sure to invest time in
your event app analytics
before, during and after
your event.

CEO of Stiletto Empire.
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+HARDWIRED
BY ALEJANDRO CONTRERAS

10 TIPS

for Hosting a Successful Hybrid Meeting
American Express Meetings & Events has learned that technology continues
to rise in importance in the meetings industry with more planners indicating an increase in one aspect or another as part of their program. The evolution and sophistication of the technology appears to be making it easier
to use, leading to more serious consideration around implementing virtual/hybrid events today.
Hybrid solutions can enhance and expand the value of in-person
meetings by connecting with new audiences online and giving them
a taste of what the on-site event is like. Organizations can complement their face-to-face meeting with simultaneous online viewing
over the web and on-demand post-event. Both add value by increasing interaction reaching a broader audience with the event
content and boosting event exposure. High bandwidth internet
availability in venues, at the office or on-the-go and the added benefit of incorporating remote presenters are boosting
adoption rates as organizations strive to extend their reach
and capture a larger global audience.

Here are our 10 tips for coordinating a successful hybrid event
Run an in-studio
event with live
audience whenever possible.

audience can have a glimpse of
how their fellow remote audience
members are responding.

In the video being
broadcast, mix wide
views of the audience and
studio with close-ups of the
individual(s) delivering the
speech/presentation.

In addition to the live
video, you can add
pre-recorded videos, downloads
and other information to the
webcast to give some background, highlighting the
importance of the live event
and creating excitement.

1

2

Poll the webcast
audience live, then push
the poll results for the audience
to see and discuss the feedback
live. Use polling features that
display both percentages and
easy-to-read pie graphs so the

3

4

Track the consumption
of pre-recorded
content so you can analyze
which attendees accessed
which materials.

5

Small details—the
name of the current or
upcoming presenter, speaker
biographies, etc.—add context
for live viewers and anyone
joining the webcast
mid-event.

6

Enable easy sharing
through social media
integration. This spreads event
awareness and creates a buzz
around your content.

7

When possible,
incorporate Q&A that
includes both live and remote
audience questions.

8

Use animation in
PowerPoint presentations and other interactive
website features.

9

After your event,
execute an email
campaign to reach anyone
who was unable to attend in
person or unable to watch live
from their computer and
provide access to the archived
webcast on-demand. The
campaign can help extend the
reach of the in-person event
to the intended audience as
well as a social audience
through replays.

10

– Alejandro Contreras is the director of Technology and Platforms at American Express Meetings & Events, a division of American Express Global Business Travel.
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+BUSINESSMATTERS

WORKING
SMART

How to achieve strategic objectives
BY MARK WARDELL

We all know that having big plans for your
business doesn’t always translate at the dayto-day company level. If you’re a business
owner, chances are, you’ve had more than
one plan that didn’t go anywhere. In fact, I
would venture to say this is more the norm
rather than the exception for most businesses. Sound familiar? If so, it’s time to turn your
goals into strategic objectives that are meaningful to every person in your business. To do
this, you’ve got to be SMART. Here’s how.
Let’s start with the strategic objective(s)
in question.
By definition, strategic objectives are
a list of goals that outlines the vision of a
business. These are the goals that are most
important to the current and future health
of the business.
What they shouldn’t be are statements
like: “I want my production department
to reduce their expenses.” Or, “I want my
business to triple in size.”
Rather, these need to be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timebound (SMART) statements in order to
be effective. When your objectives are
SMART, you’ll be able to bring them to life.
Here’s a good example from Apple: “To
provide hassle-free products that provide
service and enjoyment for customers via
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continuing investments in Research and Development.” You can be sure that the people
at Apple have broken down this stated objective into a set of goals for each department, and that each person at Apple is working towards them in a measurable way.
So, how do your strategic objectives
measure up? Most likely, it’s time to get
back to the drawing board and start the
process of boiling them down into SMART
objectives. Once you develop statements
that clearly assert what you want your
company to be, you’re already well on your
way to being that.
The next step is to develop processes
around your statements, so that your employees can turn them into reality. You may
need to sit down with each department
head and together prepare a process map
of how work gets done in their department. Or, it may be better to delegate process mapping to each of your department
heads and have them come back to you
with maps for their departments.
The most successful businesses have
buy-in from their people so make sure
this is a two-way conversation. Invite your
team to embrace and embody your objectives, and more specifically, their own role in
the process of achieving those objectives.

Once each department has a roadmap to achieving their objectives, you’ll
want to ensure each employee does too.
Take some time to train your management
team to provide goal-setting sessions for
each employee, along with realistic Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that clearly
measure progress towards objectives.
As you move forward in this process,
you might need to reconsider how the job
descriptions ensure that the work being
done on a daily basis is, in fact, in line with
individual performance objectives.
Without a doubt, you’ll find at some point
in the process that things don’t line up, and
changes will need to be made. In many cases,
hiring or automation are required to increase
productivity levels. There’s no question that
you’ll need to make adjustments along the
way, but I guarantee the effort you invest in
setting SMART objectives will be well worth
your time.
When your whole team understands and
embodies your strategic objectives, in a systematic way, you’ll be unstoppable.
– Mark Wardell is president and founder of Wardell
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Professional Development (www.wardell.biz), an
advisory group that helps business owners plan
and execute the growth of their companies.
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Kick Off the Year Right
Energize your team for 2015 with complimentary teambuilding
Kick the new year into high gear with a revitalizing strategy retreat at
Deerhurst Resort in Muskoka or Horseshoe Resort in Barrie’s ski country.
One turn-key package includes a complimentary Adventures in
Excellence professional team building session in an incredibly fun
environment. Renovated accommodation, updated meeting space and
acclaimed cuisine round out a truly inspiring experience that’s easy to
plan and easily accessible for your team.

Call, email or send an easy online RFP today.

Kick Off 2015 Package
January – April 30, 2015
From $169*/person per night includes:
• Free Adventures in Excellence “Power Hour” session
• Accommodation
• Creative breakfast, lunch & dinner options
• Main meeting room with two coffee breaks
• Snowshoeing, ice skating, ice hockey equipment,
x-country and snow tubing
*Based on double occupancy some conditions apply.

1-800-461-6522 | deerhurstresort.com | horseshoeresort.com | meet@skylinehotelsandresorts.com
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Business
Interrupted
ARE YOU
PROTECTED
FROM THE
UNEXPECTED?

BY ALLAN LYNCH
As professional, experienced and detail-oriented
as planners and incentive house reps are, there
are times when outside events and actions disrupt programs and the business of planning.
The fall of 2014 has proven a sad example of
this. First, was the fire which leveled the offices of
RCR Hospitality Group in Halifax on September
14th, followed by the October 22nd attack in Ottawa, the tragic death of Cpl. Nathan Cirillo and
open gunfire in the halls of Parliament.
Without wishing to appear unsympathetic to
the tragedy in Ottawa, both events provide lessons and serve to remind us of the ongoing need
to reevaluate how we do business and protect
ourselves, our delegates and our businesses.
The Ottawa attack disrupted both the nation’s
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business and business across the nation
as Canadians watched televisions and
online feeds to see what was happening. It also impacted the program of a provincial association
meeting in Ottawa at the time of
the attack. They prefer not to have
their name connected with such an
event. But, a person associated the
program, which utilized two downtown locations near the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier and Cenotaph, told
Meetings + Incentive Travel this type of
experience was “uncharted territory” since
it was nothing they ever had to factor into their
planning before.
The group’s program was definitely contracted and changed
by the attack. The planner said one venue was fantastic and
accommodating, while the other panicked and was unable to
provide any kind of contingency. Instead, they locked the building, leaving event attendees to retreat to the other venue. The
shocking event illustrated how security is a growing concern,
even at home.
At RCR, vice president of sales and marketing Elizabeth Newman had happier experiences. The fire completely leveled the
company’s administrative offices however, no one was injured.
And while it came in the midst of their busiest month of the year,
RCR’s team soldiered on. RCR owns five leading restaurants in
Halifax, manages the harbourside Cunard Centre and is the preferred caterer for a variety of venues. It employs 400 people. According to Newman, they host over 600 events a year, ranging
from private dinners for six restaurants to 2,200-person banquets
at the Cunard Centre.
Fortunately, it was standard operating procedure for important
records to be backed-up daily and taken home by a staff member.
However, the offices the company lost had been its home for 37
years. So for the first few days, head office staff worked at home,
searching for office space and replacement technology.
“The first thing we had to do was call our IT supplier because
our restaurant phones and all of our phones went through our
data server. Getting the phone rerouted was huge because when
you called a restaurant phone number a message said, ‘This
number is out of service’. So that was the very first thing. The
second thing was to find temporary office space. We were fortunate; we secured office space the next day. We were really
lucky that the space we got was furnished so at least we had
somewhere to sit,” says Newman.
“People were fabulous. Everybody was offering us support.
Somebody said, ‘We have lots of filing cabinets, do you want
those?’ Well, we didn’t have any paper,” she says with a huge
laugh. “It was an easy move because we didn’t have anything.”
Newman adds that one of the other early things they did
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was reassure customers that the company was still in business and then reassure the staff that they had work
ahead of them. In fact, the work
flowed three days after the fire
when RCR ran back-to-back events
for Port Days, followed by a winemakers dinner and then a wine festival at the Cunard Centre.
While RCR had moved much of
its business and files online, Newman
admits, “I come from the generation
that still likes reading off paper, and we
had photos from over the years that weren’t
digitized. They were all lost.”
But for her, the biggest loss was the destruction of
the hundreds of thank you notes and letters RCR had received
from clients as well as personal and corporate awards. “Everything in the building was destroyed. And if you think it could
never happen to you, well, it can happen to anybody. You don’t
realize how vulnerable we are. But we were so thankful there was
nobody in the building.”
By mid-November, RCR was only starting to look at the insurance paperwork.
It’s essential that business owners and planners understand
how much and what kind of insurance coverage they need as well
as the nuances and limitations of any policy. Say, for example, that
like RCR, your business is disrupted by a fire. However, again like
RCR, you are able to continue servicing your clients with very little
business downtime. Are the expenses you incurred—new office
space, replacement equipment, etc.—covered by your policy? I
know of one case where they were not.
You will also have to assess the cost of insurance versus the
likelihood of some types of “disruptions” ever happening.
A weather-related delay in 2012 was a standout disruption for
one leading incentive program house. A client was taking 700
people to Punta Cana, but severe weather grounded East Coast
flights. A representative of the company explained that because
of the storm, they had 120 people stranded in Halifax, and every
flight scheduled for after the storm was fully booked. “We ended
up chartering a plane for $120,000. But, it was still more economical than buying insurance for everybody because if, as a standard, you buy insurance you may end up spending millions for
a $100,000 once-in-a-lifetime situation,” the representative said.
In an industry focused on developing creative ways to present
exciting new ideas in all types of settings, insurance can seem a
dull detail. One many professionals handle by rote, buying what
they’ve always bought or relying on inclusion in client and venue
policies. However, as business evolves so does the potential for
new types of disruptions. Violence, disease and data breaches
have been added to the list of fire, falls, weather and property
damage as insurable threats.
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“Loss of data and
the potential to
have your client
data get into the
wrong hands is
something very
few meeting
and event
planners or any
professional
is even
considering
right now,” says
Derrick Leue,
president, LMS
PROLINK Ltd."

According to Derrick Leue, president of
LMS PROLINK Ltd., who has worked with the
Canadian Society of Professional Event Planners (CanSPEP) and Meeting Planners International (MPI) to provide coverage to planners, there are two forms of event risk. “You
have the liability where a third party gets
injured or third party equipment or property
is damaged and then you have either the
meeting planner and/or the event venue getting sued. Most planners think about it and
are aware of the liability, but many are not
insured for it. The second part of framing the
risk for events is the cancellation, postponement or interruption of an event and that is
what very few planners talk to their clients
about. It’s a very popular topic in the U.S. primarily driven by weather events on the eastern seaboard with hurricanes. It’s a big reason
why the event cancellation product was developed. Now it’s extended to include a lot of
other terrible situations like we had in Ottawa
and in New York and London.”
Leue acknowledges event cancellation insurance “is complicated” because of factors
like the size of the revenue or cost base being
insured and types of eventualities covered.
“In its simplest form, it is covering for the eventuality of
everything beyond your control, and that’s important because
the one thing that is never covered by event cancellation are
economic issues,” which are classified as a business risk, he says.
“The big list I like to give are things like weather, terrorism, disease outbreak—which is now a much bigger issue and Toronto
has lived through that a number of times—political risk, riots and
protests, to anything a governing body does such as shutting
down a venue or city area.”
While it’s more expensive to buy insurance for an out-of-country program, Leue says, “Toronto has become fairly expensive due
to the disease issue. Since Toronto’s a major hub for flights the
transmission of disease is much easier than other cities. Toronto is also a bit of a concern from a terrorism standpoint now. So
price depends on the city and on the country. In general, outside
of Canada is more expensive than inside, except for Toronto and
Montreal. Those two cities have a similar risk profile to most cities
in the U.S. with the exception of New York, which is usually the
most expensive city to insure in the U.S.”
Adding to the sleepless nights for those doing out-of-country events, Leue mentions the cost of legal action. “We insure
quite a few incentive travel organizations. They’ve got a real
risk on event liability and are fairly cognizant about the event
liability; they just have to make sure they have the right coverage for international events because a lot of insurance policies,

particularly if you buy it from a Canadian insurance company, won’t defend you if something
happens in a court outside North America. So
if one of your program participants is injured
while in Germany or the Caribbean and you get
sued in that location, your insurance company
may not defend you in the foreign jurisdiction.
Now you’ve got a problem. You’ve got to try
to get the lawsuit back into Canada or the US,
which may or may not happen.”
Beyond the traditional types of insurance
most planners know of, and often don’t buy,
like commercial general liability and professional liability (the type of insurance lawyers
and accountants carry), Leue recommends two
more. One is for the fairly new exposure of data
breaches. “It’s becoming very prevalent and
you’re hearing about it in the news every day
with big data breaches at large corporations like
Home Depot and JP Morgan Chase. Small practitioners and independents with small companies, for some reason, feel they’re never going to
be targeted or hacked or lose data or have a malicious attack on their system, or just do something foolish like leave their laptop in an airport
by accident. Loss of data and the potential to
have your client data get into the wrong hands
is something very few meeting and event planners or any professional is considering right now even though many small businesses and independent professionals are affected every day.”
He says he cringes when a planner tells him that they’ve got
their data backed up or “don’t really have private data on clients.”
“We had an association management firm [as a client], which
actually does some event planning, have a pretty significant problem. They didn’t have data go missing, but somebody attacked
and wiped out all the data on their servers. It cost them $25,000
to hire a consultant to rebuild their database and then they had to
hire people to come in on a temporary basis to restore all the data
they lost. So they had a $40,000 claim covered by insurance.”
Finally, Leue questions why so many planners don’t insure themselves. “Many planners don’t have any form of disability insurance.
It’s important that as a business owner, particularly if you don’t have
a lot of staff that can support you—and a lot of planners don’t—that
you have a way to supplement your income, usually for six or seven
months while you recover from an injury or sickness.”
The popular concept du jour of “disruption” as an effective
motivation for rethinking old ways of doing business is less
appealing for a planner to deal with mid-program. The good news is
that insurance products are evolving to cover the negative implications
of disruption and disruptors..
—Allan Lynch is a freelance journalist based in New Minas, Nova Scotia.
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BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

IRELAND
A new dawn for the Emerald Isle
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A REVITALIZED NORTH
While Dublin has long been heralded as the cultural centre and the
place for posh experiences in Ireland, a trip to the Emerald Isle would
be amiss without exploring the North. Northern Ireland is a country
with a dark history, but a new narrative. In the last two decades, the
capital city of Belfast has seen a revival. What was once a tattered, economically depressed city is now one of Europe’s liveliest towns, thanks
to a wave of investment, mainly from other parts of Britain. New hotels and restaurants have emerged in nearly every neighbourhood. The
Titanic Quarter, named for the luxury liner built in Belfast’s shipyards,
has revitalized the waterfront, with its futuristic mix of commercial,
residential and retail space, notably housing The Titanic Belfast, the
world’s largest Titanic visitor attraction (and subsequent event space)
which opened its doors in 2012. Belfast was also awarded funding to
become one of the UK’s super-connected cities, with the digital infrastructure to offer WiFi within the city centre, transport hubs, conference centres and other key locations.
While today Belfast is one of the safest cities in the United Kingdom, you can still see markings of Northern Ireland’s dark past.
Hundreds of political murals cover the sides of buildings and walls
throughout the city, and serve as a visual reminder of how far the
city has come.
It’s the history that makes Belfast worth the two-hour drive from
Dublin airport. But outside the city, there are some distinctive properties worth a gander. Beyond the incentive travel mainstay—The Culloden Hotel, a stunning 105-room property where Van Morrison frequents—there are some true Northern gems. The stately Ballywalter
Park is a 19th century mansion, where the Lord and Lady Dunleath
currently reside. They were on-hand to greet us as our coach drove
up to their impressive powder-pink manor on an 11,000-acre property, pheasants running alongside the wheels of our vehicle. The Lord
and Lady are true hosts who welcomed us into their home, brewed us
homemade green tea and were thoughtful enough to fly the Canadian
flag atop their estate. Each room was beautifully appointed with antiques and art, making Ballywalter Park an ideal setting for a reception
or dinner, or an interesting backdrop to group team-building on the
scenic grounds that seemed to go on for miles.
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On my final night in Dublin, I was moved to tears.
We had spent the evening at the iconic Shelbourne Hotel. The
lobby was flooded with Dublin locals, dressed in tuxedos and
gowns, as the city’s oldest hotel (built in 1894) isn’t simply an Irish
landmark for its historical significance, but for its social cachet.
After a Champagne toast to celebrate the past few days, our
group took a seat around a long table in one of the rooms that
makes the hotel so beloved—The Constitution Room, where Irish
history was made. We felt like European royalty as white-gloved
men served the evening’s feast in perfect unison on actual silver platters. When the meal was complete, a woman draped in a
floor-length golden frock plucked the strings of her harp, while her
opera-singing counterpart surprised us with an après-dinner performance. Their rendition of Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah” brought
me, and half the room, to tears.
It was only a few days prior that I was on-board what must be
the shortest transatlantic flight from Canada to Europe—a mere
four hours from St. John’s, N.L. to Dublin, Ireland. Our group spent
the day touring Newfoundland’s capital city before boarding
WestJet’s new direct service to Dublin, that allows you to take seven
days pre- or post-program to enjoy St. John’s free of charge.
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Ireland’s beauty was captured on television for the incredibly successful HBO series Game of Thrones. So we took a ferry to Clearsky Adventure Centre located in Castle Ward where scenes from the television
show were filmed. Here, groups can take archery lessons, a tour by
bicycle or mini-coach to the filming locations of the show, or dress like
Game of Thrones characters during an outdoor feast inside teepees,
where hog roast and craft beer are served.
But the reigning activity in Ireland continues to be golf. Blame
the temperate climate or the fact that Ireland boasts the most golf
courses per capita, but golf reigns supreme. So we went to the site
of the 2006 Ryder Cup and 13 European Opens, the Kildare Hotel
and Golf Club. The hotel is classically styled, with old world charm,
and rich details like Waterford Crystal and a Yates room where a
$10-million collection of Yates paintings hangs from the walls.
We had the pleasure of touring a remarkable property on The
K Club grounds called Straffan House during our visit. Up until recently, it was the private residence of Michael W. J. Smurfit, an Irish
businessman and owner of The K Club. He built Straffan House after
his hotel won the bid to host the Ryder Cup because he wanted a
place to stay during the tournament. Since then, Straffan House has
gone wildly underused, so this year it was opened up for incentives.
As the only private house available on a five-star hotel property, it’s
a unique offering and a great option for presidents and CEOs.
DUBLIN’S OFFERING
After discovering the North, we headed back to Dublin where our
trip began, to get a feel for classic Ireland and explore one of the top
cities in the world. The Emerald Isle is lusciously green and Dublin
is no different. The city houses Europe’s largest urban green space,
Phoenix Park, with 1,750 acres of parkland. Bike tours are common
here, as are red deer sightings. Dublin is beautifully divided by the
Liffey River and crossed by 23 bridges. Beyond its natural charm,
there’s a deep-rooted arts and cultural gravitation to the city, with
a monument for a famous author, artist or historical figure at every
turn. Each city block you discover leads to another “lived here” sign,
paying homage to the cultural figures that have called Dublin home.
And although the national language of Ireland is Gaelic, its rich history and magnetic force have brought many different communities
to Dublin, so much so that there are 163 languages spoken there
today. The city’s newest sculpture, the 400-foot Spire represents
the New World bursting out of the Old—a statement of significance
for this modern and historic city.
It’s in Dublin where you’ll find a mix of classically Irish experiences
and venues with modern surprises. Trinity College, founded by Queen
Elizabeth in 1592 is at the top of every visitor’s list, what with its prestige
as Ireland’s premier university, the oldest and the first in the world to
admit women. It was once the city’s most popular attraction, but now
The Guinness Storehouse has top billing. Here, on the Guinness brewing grounds, guests take a private audio tour through an interactive
multi-level exhibit. The Storehouse has multiple spaces for events, but
none quite like the Gravity Bar at the top of the pint-shaped building,
which offers incredible 360-degree views of the city.
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Fifteen minutes from Dublin City Centre, we discovered Luttrellstown Castle, a stunning 12-bedroom estate where Victoria and
David Beckham were famously married. The 560-acre estate includes woodlands, waterfalls, lakes, a working farm, walled garden
and orchard and is a popular film location. The immaculately decorated castle is closed every January so it can be refurbished—new
carpet, paint and furniture touch ups—and because of this, it wears
its 600 years of age very well. The lawn is no exception, with its
vibrant emerald hue glistening in the sunlight, a magestic outdoor
space for events.
WHAT SETS IRELAND APART
I went to Ireland with visions of rolling green hills, scenic golf courses
and majestic stone castles, and while I found all of that, I experienced
much more. Ireland and the North demonstrated a real understanding and appreciation for Canada. Beyond that, they wowed us with
their attention to detail, from flying the Canadian flag to finding a Nanaimo bar with a gold maple leaf in our room at the Westbury Hotel in
Dublin. It’s these small touches that made us feel welcome. So when
I asked Derek Wallace, owner of the Wallace Travel Group what sets
Ireland apart from competing destinations, he answered quite matterof-factly, “Better airlift, 25 per cent more value for money when you
compare the Euro versus the Sterling, and the lowest VAT in Europe.”
And the low VAT brings with it significant cost savings. While Wallace
says the UK enjoys 20 per cent on f&b and shopping, and Continental
Europe taxes 23 per cent on both, Ireland has only nine per cent VAT
tax on f&b and 23 per cent on shopping—something that’s difficult to
ignore, since f&b can be a giant piece of the budget.
And a giant piece it should be, given Ireland’s tremendous food
offering. Throughout our five days in Ireland, we tasted the culinary prowess Ireland’s chefs maintain. And I say Ireland because it
really is a greatness experienced from the major cities out into the
country. Chefs in Ireland take the farm-to-table movement to heart,
using locally sourced ingredients, some even farmed by the chef
himself. That’s why cooking classes, like those taught in the Cookery
School above the St. James restaurant in Belfast are so popular.
But nothing embodies the farm-to-table movement more than
the experience I had at the Michelin star Thorton’s restaurant in the
ultra-modern Fitzwilliam Hotel in Dublin. After an exquisite threecourse meal, we met chef Kevin Thorton who had just returned from
diving for seaweed off the west coast of Ireland—seaweed that
would be served in his restaurant that evening. Talk about fresh.
This is Ireland. Equal parts history and whimsy and filled to the
brim with a personal touch.
On that final night at The Shelbourne Hotel, after our dinner was
done, Jennifer Sloan, business development manager at Meridican
Incentive Consultants and one of the planners on the FAM, turns to
the room and says how delighted she is to see how far Ireland has
come in just a few short years. “If you’ve done Ireland in 2010, then
you haven’t really done Ireland.” A new dawn, indeed.
— Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel.
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BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

JAMAICA

The Caribbean Juggernaut
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NEW AND NOTABLE
Jamaica boasts wide diversity in accommodations and we set out
to see as many of them as we could. At the top of the must-see list
for the planners on this Jamaica-Tourist-Board-hosted trip was the
new Hyatt property. Formerly the Ritz-Carlton Golf Resort & Spa,
the Hyatt Ziva Rose Hall opened in the final weeks of 2014, and
we had the opportunity to tour the fully gutted resort while it was
under construction in late October. The new Hyatt Ziva is owned
and managed by Playa Hotels & Resorts who have expanded the
facilities and added more rooms, including a new adults-only building, the Hyatt Zilara Rose Hall. The Hyatt Ziva features 387 ultramodern rooms, spa-like baths and thoughtful design. Together with
the Hyatt Zilara, the property’s room count totals 621. Guests of the
new Hyatt properties will also have access to a private lounge at the
airport in Montego Bay.
Another exciting new property is the 226-room Braco Village
Hotel & Spa. After a comprehensive renovation, it has reopened as
the upscale all-inclusive Melia Jamaica. It’s the first Melia property
in the country, and its entry into this market adds to the growing list
of Spanish hotel operators on the island.
Riu added its fifth resort to the Jamaica accommodation portfolio in December 2013 with its luxury brand, Riu Palace. The
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MO BAY
Montego Bay, or Mo Bay as the locals call it, is Jamaica’s tourism
capital. It’s the second largest city in the country and the location
of the newly renovated and expanded Sangster’s International
Airport, which features Club Mo Bay arrivals and departures lounges and guides that will fast-track you and your group through
customs. The most exclusive destination in Montego Bay is the
Rose Hall Estate, a large and incredibly beautiful parcel of land
rich with history. Rose Hall is home to PGA golf courses, dozens
of luxury villas and the top resorts in the country, all just 10-15
minutes from the airport. It’s also the location of the Rose Hall
Great House—a stunning historic property built in 1770, and one of
only a handful of great houses left in the country. It’s an attraction
for visitors and a stunning off-site location for a dinner, draped
in the legend of the house’s infamous owner Annie Palmer, who
was called the White Witch because she bedazzled men, then did
away with three husbands and countless slave lovers.
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“Everything’s gonna be alright. Everything’s gonna be okay.”
It’s a song that plays on repeat in my mind when I think about
Jamaica. The largest English-speaking island in the Caribbean is
known for sandy beaches, blazing sun, and the man who sung
those infamous words, Mr. Bob Marley. But beyond that, Jamaica
is synonymous with a relaxed attitude. On my first trip to Montego
Bay this past October, I was told to ditch the formalities, the “Yes
sir’s,” for “Yeah mon” and “Irie mon.” Why? Because in Jamaica,
everything is “alright.”
But when it comes to hospitality and tourism, Jamaica is better
than all right. The island saw a record-breaking year in stopover
arrivals totaling more than two million in 2013. And it’s slated to
have an even better 2014 as far as Canadian visitors are concerned.
Hotel chains are taking notice, with well-known brands breaking
into the market. New and refurbished hotels have added more
than 2,000 rooms to Jamaica’s accommodation portfolio and the
expansion has welcomed Blue Diamond, Hyatt, Karisma, Marriott,
Melia and Riu Palace to the island.
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MOVING WEST
From there, we drove West toward Negril. On the way we stopped
at Round Hill Resort and the Grand Palladium Lady Hamilton Resort and Spa. While the latter is one of the island’s largest hotels
with 1,056 rooms, Round Hill Resort was truly a gem. Opened in
1953 on a 100-acre peninsula, this secluded property has the feeling of a luxury cottage complex. With 26 villas and a 36-room hotel, Round Hill Resort is small enough that staff know their guests’
names by the second day of their stay. It’s also chic. The property
was remodelled in 2004 under the guidance of Ralph Lauren, a
shareholder at Round Hill Resort. Its small size and high-impact yet
understated style make it a great option for small incentives.
When we reach Negril, we understand its appeal—laid back,
less hubbub, crystal clear waters, fine white powdered sand and
40
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newly built resort opened its doors next to the Riu Montego Bay
and features 238 rooms.
Probably the biggest surprise of the trip was the Royalton White
Sands resort. Formerly Breezes Trelawny, this luxury all-inclusive resort in the Montego Bay area opened in November 2013 after extensive renovations. Modern and chic, the hotels 352 guestrooms are
beautifully appointed with bold colours and bright white linens. The
Royalton White Sands is an all-in connectivity resort, offering free
in-room calls to North America and most of Europe, with free WiFi
throughout the property.
Other notable properties include Secrets Jamestown (where
we stayed), Hilton Rose Hall, Iberostar, and Grand Bahia Principe.
But one standout for me was the Half Moon Resort. This 400-acre
colonial-style resort stretches two miles from end-to-end and its
buildings are never more than two stories, giving the resort a more
exclusive feel—like a gated community. Half Moon Resort features
197 rooms, a 68,000-sq.-ft. spa, equestrian centre, dolphin lagoon
and an 18-hole championship golf course.
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Seven Mile beach, the longest stretch of beach in Jamaica.
New to Negril’s Seven Mile Beach is Azul Sensatori hotel by
Karisma Hotels & Resorts, which opened in December 2013. This
beautiful 136-room hotel features accommodations for families as
well as an adults-only area. Azul Sensatori Jamaica is Karisma’s first
property outside of Mexico and its sixth property overall.
ADVENTURE ISLAND
Beyond its expansive list of hotels, resorts and villas, Jamaica has an
impressive number of attractions for visitors and groups—over 170
of them, more than any other Caribbean island. Thrill seekers can
climb the world famous Dunn’s River Falls, ride the Jamaican bobsled down Mystic Mountain and even jump off a cliff at Rick’s Café.
Others though, can head to Blue Mountain Peak, Jamaica’s highest mountaintop for scenic views from 7,400 feet up, soak up the
sun on 200 miles of the country’s beaches, or man a bamboo river
raft on Martha Brae. Signature activities include riding horseback
through the water with your group or riding ATVs along the sand in
a scavenger hunt. Chukka Tours is the leading activities operator on
the island and can help design team-building activities tailored to
your group’s size and penchant for adventure.
Before we left Montego Bay, we had the opportunity to see
the best of Jamaica’s hospitality providers honoured by the
country’s industry magazine at the inaugural Jamaica Hospitality
Awards Gala. There we watched as Half Moon Resort took home
the best European Plan hotel award, and Iberostar, the best allinclusive. Held at the Montego Bay Convention Centre—the largest in the Caribbean—we bore witness to a tight-knit community and celebrated the success of the Jamaica Tourism industry
with the people who have made it happen. It would seem everything is all right, indeed.
— Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel.

Stand Up, Stand Out
A young planner’s takeaways from her first FAM
By Kate Jaehn-Kreibaum

PHOTO: Kate Jaehn-Kreibaum

from each resort and took care of
our bags, they also educated us on
Jamaica’s history, culture, and cuisine
with a little added touch of humour.
Ultimately, DMCs play a critical role
in incentive programs.
For young planners that have never
been on a FAM before I will share the
best advice I learned: take note of the
details. Things like confirming all rooms
are consistent with the amenities they
offer, noticing any noise pollution from
jets flying by, as well as the attitude and
attentiveness of staff can make a world
of difference if you forget to look into
them: these are the details that can easily distinguish one five-star resort from
another. Just as important, though, is
being able to see the big picture. Knowing what expectations or interests your
client has and determining whether
or not the property can meet these
requirements will put things in perspective. It is really all about
understanding what places and amenities will work best for
your client and knowing how to sell it to them.
A huge takeaway for me was realizing the amount of
thorough planning and creativity that goes into designing an
incentive program. This FAM experience made me even more
of an analytical thinker, yet still encouraged my imagination
to run wild. In the end, this was a huge learning curve for me,
but one that I thoroughly enjoyed thanks to the wonderful
people I met, the beautiful properties we visited, and the
overall warm, welcoming people of Jamaica.

PHOTO: Kate Jaehn-Kreibaum

If you had asked me a year ago what a familiarization trip
was I would not have been able to tell you. I was recently
awarded the opportunity to participate in a FAM trip to Montego Bay, Jamaica through the Stand Up Stand Out contest
sponsored by Event Spectrum Inc., Tourism Jamaica, and
Meetings + Incentive Travel magazine, and as a recent event
management graduate and eager young professional, I was
—and am even more so now—enthusiastic about learning all
that this industry has to offer.
Before I left home, I did some research to get an understanding of FAM protocol. I knew I would be busy, but did
not know just how busy. From the moment the plane landed,
our agenda was packed full with little-to-no downtime.
We moved from one resort to the next, doing in-depth site
inspections, each time learning about the various amenities
and excursions available on- and off-property.
The highlight for me was getting to travel with such a great
group of meeting and incentive travel professionals. I did not
anticipate being with such a diverse group of people of varying
ages and levels of experience. Each person shared with me
valuable insight into the industry. I learned what to look for in
resort properties, as well as what are the right questions to
ask. Questions such as, “When and how extensive was the last
renovation?” “What is the total number of rooms, and what
types are available?” And, “What size of group can you offer
a dine-around for?” For my next FAM, I would take it a step
further than I did this time and prepare a list of questions that
are tailored specifically to each property and/or group.
The biggest surprise for me was realizing how important Destination Management Companies (DMCs) are.
Travel logistics are not the most exciting part of a trip, but
when they are executed flawlessly they make the world
of difference. Our DMCs not only transported us to and
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Fowl
P lay
The reinvention
of chicken

BY DON DOULOFF

Pity the chicken. Through no fault of its own, this unassuming
bird has been widely maligned for so long that the term “rubber
chicken” could be in the Oxford English Dictionary.
“Chicken, while safe, is boring,” says Ellen Boddington, CMP,
CMM, of Stellar Conference & Event Management Inc. Perhaps
speaking for planners everywhere, Boddington adds that she generally “avoids” serving it for dinner.
But planners are bound by the pragmatic realities of groups’
needs—so chicken is here to stay.
“My non-profit groups often need to order chicken dishes, simply due to budget constraints,” says Heidi Wilker, CMP, principal
of Blessed Events.
“We certainly do chicken because we have delegates who do
not eat red meat, so it is often prepared as the alternate along with
a fish option and a vegetarian (option),” says Sandra Wood, CMP,
manager of the Canadian Medical Association’s annual meeting.
Moreover, chicken is shedding its woeful reputation. “The days
of ‘rubber chicken’ are fewer and far between, thanks to the skills
of today’s chefs,” says Wilker. “They understand that many clients
have these budget constraints, so are getting better at preparing
chicken dishes and keeping them on hold without getting dry.”
Indeed, thanks to boundless energy and creativity, chefs are
reimagining and reinventing this humble bird.
Sam Gelman, executive chef at Momofuku Toronto, views
–, for
chicken as “something fun to play with.” Momofuku Daisho
example, pairs grilled, Sriracha sauce-marinated chicken with
Bibb lettuce leaves that diners roll up into Korean-style ssam
wraps. Chicken—ginger-marinated and deep-fried, or ground into
a terrine with bacon—is sandwiched between steamed buns at
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Photo: Momofuko Noodle Bar Fried Chicken

Photo: Chicken Three Ways, L'eat Catering

– and Noodle Bar, respectively. Gelman uses the free-range
Daisho
chicken from Ontario’s Harriston Co-op.
But Momofuku Toronto’s most group-friendly option is its largeformat fried chicken. Featuring two whole birds, one Korean-style
(breaded, deep-fried and brushed with Korean barbecue sauce) and
Southern-style (brined in buttermilk and dipped in breading spiked
with paprika, cayenne, thyme and Szechuan peppercorns, then deepfried), the large-format option also includes scallion pancakes, sauces
and pickled vegetables and serves four to six people. Ordered in multiples as needed, it’s available for groups in Momofuku’s second-floor
Nikai lounge, which seats 40 for private events, and can be ordered
ahead for pick-up or delivery to onsite meetings and events.
Chefs have to “open up their minds and present chicken in different ways,” says Stephen Montague, chef de cuisine at Toronto’s
Allstream Centre. Options from that venue include the bird stuffed
with Boursin cheese, or marinated in smoked paprika, garlic and
olive oil, a combination that imbues a reddish-brown colour and
flavour that “pops,” he says. The kitchen also rolls chicken breasts
around fillings such as polenta with cranberries; mango, celery
and herbs; and spinach mixed with ricotta. Yet another alternative
are deboned chicken legs filled with wild rice.
Gordon Goss, food architect for Catch Hospitality Group, whose
restaurants include Cucci, Tavolo, The Firehall, Taste Marketeria
and Plank, all in Oakville, Ont., favours air-chilled chickens—for
their better quality and fuller flavour—for group menus. On the
plate, he stuffs birds with sweet Italian sausage, bread and sage or
wild mushrooms and cheese. Goss, who’s also Cucci’s chef de cuisine, tucks flavoured butter under their skins, to boost flavour, and
roasts them simply with rosemary, thyme, butter, salt and pepper.

+CUISCENE
Photo: Chicken Roulade, L'eat Catering

Photo: Chicken Wings & Beer, L'eat Catering

Photo: Chicken and Waffles, L'eat Catering

Photo: Pheasant Pot Pie, L'eat Catering

“We are always looking for ways to accommodate
guests’ requests and interesting chicken dishes are
consistent crowd pleasers,” says Brittany Ashie, marketing and public relations manager at Toronto’s L-eat
Group, operator of L-eat Catering.
To that end, L-eat’s chef Andrew Loft has created
frenched Buffalo chicken wings served with a beer shooter, and
southern-fried chicken in a waffle cone with maple syrup aioli.
“Chicken is the equalizer—everyone likes it,” says Tawfik
Shehata, executive chef at the International Centre in Mississauga,
Ont. “It’s a safety net.”
But safe doesn’t mean boring. Shehata and his kitchen, for example, serve chicken breasts stuffed with sage and goat cheese
—which enhances flavour and increases moistness, he says—and
dish up diced-chicken shawarma garnished with tahini, pickled
cabbage, tomatoes, cucumber and onion and stuffed into minipita pockets as a reception item. Lunch buffets feature Southern
U.S.-style smoked chicken finished with house-made barbecue
sauce and served with cornbread.

Another option when planning a group menu
is to consider non-traditional fowl that delivers a
chicken-like experience and brings a unique character to the table.
Cornish hen, for example, offers “a fuller, more chicken-y flavour” and brings the wow factor because of its
whole-bird presentation, says Shehata. His kitchen grills boneless
Cornish hen and serves it with starch and veggies or stuffs boneless
hens with herbed quinoa, barley, wild rice or Japanese rice.
Gelman brines and roasts Cornish hen and serves it whole.
Montague debones and halves hens, marinates them in herbs
and olive oil, grills and finishes them in the oven. And Goss stuffs
butterflied boneless hens with vegetable-ash goat cheese, wild
mushrooms, herbs and garlic.
More exotic still, Loft offers pheasant potpie with foie gras parfait and pheasant sauce, and trio of guinea fowl—roasted breast,
ballotine and sausage roll.
—Don Douloff is a food and travel writer based in Toronto.
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GIFTS
GEAR

1. Around the World Geography
Scarf by Soraya Mesgarzadeh is
made from polyester and cotton
and measures 54” long and
10” wide circular. $71.63.
uncommongoods.com

2. The Field & Co.™ Campster
Blanket is inspired by retro camp
gear and old-school scouts. Comes
with decorated carry strap. Set up:
$84.00. Per unit pricing
as low as $39.08.
universallinksinc.com

3. Easy-to-use Phonesoap
smartphone charger and sanitizer
lets users power up and wipe out
germs at the same time. Ultra-violet
light does the dirty work. Fits most
smartphones. $19.95-$59.95.
uncommongoods.com

4. Made of all-natural ingredients
from the Ungava region of the
Canadian Arctic, Ungava Canadian
Premium Gin is produced in Quebec by Domaine Pinnacle. Available
at liquor retailers across Canada.
domainepinnacle.com

5. AirTamer uses advanced ionic/
electrostatic purification technology
to create a cleaner zone of healthier
air when traveling. Runs for 20 days
on a standard lithium coin cell battery. $59.95 USD. filterstream.com
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6. Bluetooth Tracking Tag is
easily secured to items (keys,
iPad, etc.) easily lost or misplaced.
Bluetooth technology and
a free downloadable app
allow users to find the items
in seconds. $47.75.
uncommongoods.com

7. Icebreaker garments are
made from soft, breathable,
odour-resistant, premium merino
wool sourced from New Zealand
farms. Customization is available
for events with a minimum order
of 100 units. Prices vary.
icebreaker.com

8. Clever Crates folding utility
boxes range in size from 32 liters
to 62 liters. Made from durable,
reusable, sustainable and recyclable material, they are available in
open-walled and solid wall versions.
$11.99-$19.99 USD. clevercrates.com

9. Bose’s QuietComfort®
25 Acoustic Noise Cancelling®
Headphones feature a
modern, minimal design
and improved clarity and
accuracy. $329.99. bose.ca

“These shirts are luxurious,
warm, soft and light. Perfect
for sports, travel and casual
wear.” – Lori Smith, Editor

10. The portable iStabilizer Flex
Smartphone Tripod features
bendable legs and a ¼” thread,
which allows the tripod to be
used with most digital cameras
as well as smartphones.
$29.95 USD. iStabilizer.com

9
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Niagara Falls Tourism Mix, Mingle & Jingle

Cineplex VIP Don Mills Opening
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CSAE 2014 National Conference

Conventions Regina FAM

MPI Toronto Volunteer Appreciation Event & AGM
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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MPI Toronto Holiday Gala
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PCMA Canadian Innovation Conference

Want to see more Snapped?
Visit www.meetingscanada.com
and click on “Photos”

Photos: www.montrealphotowalkingtours.com
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Prod

August 16 - 20, 2015

TORONTO, ONTARIO

The IncentiveWorks Hosted Buyer Program
brings qualified industry professionals from
across Canada and beyond to participate
in IncentiveWorks. Connecting planners
with industry experts, suppliers and peers,
IncentiveWorks is Canada’s largest industry
gathering for meeting and event professionals.

INVEST YOUR TIME IN
THE PROGRAM THAT DELIVERS:
Tremendous Networking Opportunities through
IncentiveWorks, partner events, and private events exclusive
to hosted buyers
High Quality Industry-Specific Education that will push your
career to the next level and allow you to earn CE credits
Toronto Site Tour Event and Appointments Marketplace
Up to 4 nights Accommodation, Return transportation
to/from Toronto and most meals

“The IncentiveWorks Hosted Buyers program is
a VIP tailored experience that allows the
participant networking opportunities, fun and work
balance. I recommend meeting planners attend this
show if they are interested in making connections,
finding new venues, unique destinations and
trending ideas in the market space.”
- MELISSA PITZELY
HELMSBRISCOE, MANAGER GLOBAL ACCOUNTS

HOSTED BUYER APPLICATIONS OPEN ONLINE FEBRUARY 9TH, 2015

Produced by

Full program details at

+FIND

Designed to host international
conferences and global
summits, the just-opened
Sunrise Kempinski Hotel,
Beijing & Yanqi Island is set
on 14-square-kilometres of
grounds an hour from the
city’s centre. This new, luxury
MICE destination includes the
uniquely-shaped 306-room
Sunrise Kempinski Hotel,
Beijing (shown), an 111-room
Yanqi Hotel, 12 boutique hotels
with a total of 178 rooms
on Yanqi island, the Yanqi
Pagoda, 14 restaurants
and bars, private marina,
two spas, the 90,000-sq.-ft.
Beijing Yanqi Lake
International Conference
Centre and more.
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Engage
at Canada’s Greenest Conference Centre

With free Wi-Fi Internet, spacious lounges and
pre-function spaces, natural light and picturesque
lakeside views, the state-of-the-art Allstream Centre
is the perfect place to host your next meeting,
convention or special event.

Start planning now. Visit allstreamcentre.com.

105 Princes’ Blvd., Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario 416 263 3000 sales@allstreamcentre.com

